The set To of three-valued logical functions preserving 0 is classified into 253 classes using the known classification of P3 (the whole set of three-valued logical functions). This enables one to determine all 883,720 classes of To-bases.
tion partitioning the set H into equivalence classes. Now we can discuss the completeness in H in terms of these classes instead of individual functions: if a set is complete, then by replacing a function in the set by any function in its equivalence class we get another complete set. The characteristic vector of YE H is the zero-one m-vector a, a*. a,, where ai= 0 if f E Hi and ai = 1 otherwise (15 is m). All functions f E H with the same characteristic vector form an equivalence class of functions. The completeness and nonredundancy of FL H can be checked using characteristic vectors of functions of F. All bases with the same set of characteristic vectors form a class of bases. If we have the complete list of characteristic vectors, we can enumerate all classes of bases.
Our description of the H-maximal sets is based on relations. For h L 1 an h-ary relation on E is a subset of Eh (i.e., a set of h-tuples over E). The relation Q is written as an h x 1~1 matrix whose columns are the elements of the relation e in any fixed order.
Ifai=(Uii ).**) ai,)EE"(i=I ,..., h)aresuchthat(aii ,..., Qhi)E@foralli=l ,..., n we write (ai,...,@h)TE@". We say that an n-ary function f preserves Q if (fW **a 9 f(ah))Ee whenever (~i,...,a~)~~@". The set of functions preserving Q is denoted by Pol Q. In the following theorem T,, . . . , T12 are determined by unary relations (i.e., subsets of E), MO, M,, M2 by linear orders (chains) on E, U,, U,, U, by the nontrivial equivalence relations on E, BO, B, , B, by the so-called central relations, T is the Slupecki clone (of all essentially unary or nonsurjective functions), L is the clone of all linear or affine (mod 3) functions and S of all functions selfdual with respect to the cyclic permutation (012). Throughout this paper x+y and xy denote the element of E congruent (mod 3) to x+y and xy, respectively. Intersection of sets Xi, . . . ,X, will be denoted by Xi -.. X,. Finally, for x E E let xr denote the vector x...x (r times). Theorem 1.1 [l] . P3 has exactly the following 18 maximal sets: The classes of functions of Pj are determined in [3, 14] . Classes of Ps-bases are determined in [5, 14] . For other classifications we refer [9, 10, 181 .
The complete list of maximal sets for each of the 18 Ps-maximal sets has been given by Lau [2] . Classes of functions and classes of bases for the set B, are determined in [6] , for the set M, in [15] , for the sets T, L and S in [7] (1)
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Note that only the three sets Kro, Kr, and Kr2 are not Ps-maximal. In what follows we delete the prefix To to denote the above maximal sets of To. In Section 2 we need the following 14 technical lemmas which are of independent interest (as statements about the lattice of closed sets ordered by G). First we list them together (as Lemmas 1.3-1.16) and then proceed with their proofs. 
Proof. From fe T2T02 follows f(2)E{0,2)
and f(2)#2, i.e., f(2)=0. From feM, and ys 2 for all y E E we get f(x) I 0 for all x E E", i.e., f is a constant function with value 0 which is an element of KloK11K12. 0
Classification of TO
The sets Tl, T,, Tel, To2, T12, Uo, Bo, Ml and M2 are P,-maximal sets. Among the 406 classes of P, exactly 248 classes are subsets of To. However, only 93 classes are obtained from the above nine P,-maximal sets (as intersections of the sets or 30  138  138  2  11  1  1  00  001  2  5, 7  31  149  149  2  11  1  0  01  010  3  4, 13  32  150  150  2  11  1  0  01  001  2  4, 7  33  162  162  2  11  0  1  01  001  2  4, 7  34  163  163  1  11  0  1  00  101  4  7   35  166  166  1  11  0  0  11  010  2  6, 8, 15   36  183  183  2  01  1  1  10  100  2  4, 7  37  184  184  2  01  1  1  10  010  3  4, 16   38  185  185  2  01  0  1  10  101  2  4, 7  39  191  194  1  11  1  1  00  000  4  14  40  194  197  1  11  1  0  00  010  4  13, 15  41  204  297  2  11  0  1  00  001  2  5, 7  42  210  213  2  11  0  0  01  001  2  4, 7  43  232  235  2  01  1  1  00  001  2  5, 7  44  234  237  2  01  1  0  10  010  3  4, 13   45  235  238  2  01  0  1  10  100  2  4, 7  46  254  263  1  11  1  0  00  000  4  13, 15  47  258  267  1  11  0  1  00  000  4  10  48  282  291  2  01  1  1  00  000  2 12, 14 18 we can show that many classes are empty. In Table 1 for each of the 58 nonsimilar classes with respect to the first 9 maximal sets we give the ordinal number of one of the corresponding classes of P, from [18, 3] (the second and the third column of the table). In the next to the last column we give the number of corresponding classes of the set To obtained by concatenating the characteristic vectors corresponding to Klo, KI1 and Ki2. In the last column we indicate the lemmas, on the basis of which some of the 8 cases do not occur.
For each of the remaining 169 (the sum of the numbers of the next to the last column) classes, a representative function is shown in Fig. 1 (163 nonunary represen- tatives, the other 6 representatives are unary, which are shown in the table directly by using the notation ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ or co (O-constant function); a three-variable function g(x, y, z) is represented in a matrix form, where the ith row corresponds to x = i -1, i=1,2,3andthecolumnisintheorderofyz=00,01,10,11,12,21,22,20,02).Counting the similarity (summing sim-column multiplied by #classes-column for all rows), we have:
The classes are Table 3 .
The number of the classes of To is 253.
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Enumeration of bases of To
Using the list of the 253 characteristic vectors the To-bases and To-pivotal incomplete sets are computed [8] : their numbers are 883,720 and 380,710, respectively. The maximal rank of a base of To is 6. Data for each rank are shown in Table 4 .
Two algorithms for enumeration of classes of bases are given in [5] and [14] (also cf. [19] ).
